Performance Undercabinet Task Lighting

Quality localized task lighting is essential in many areas of a healthcare facility. Properly illuminating undercabinet work surfaces is critical, and in most cases, tasks require higher light levels than the ambient lighting can provide.

The Spectra-SF LED offers high-quality undercabinet illumination that’s versatile and easy to install. Ideal for hospitals, doctor’s offices, pharmacies, laboratories, and other non-medical environments.

High-Quality Illumination Without Glare
The Spectra-SF family eliminates dim task areas using a custom lens design delivering uniform lighting without glare helping to improve worker productivity.

Easy to Install
The Spectra-SF LED is easy to install and expandable eliminating the need for additional outlets with an optional linking connector.

Control Option
Adding an optional occupancy sensor reduces the operating time of your lighting providing outstanding energy savings.
Quick Facts:

- Custom lens design effectively diffuses the light resulting in smooth, even illumination on the work surface without glare.
- Solid front housing provides a clean look and eliminates glare.
- Rugged steel construction for long term durability.
- Easy installation.
- Linking connectors optional join fixtures end-to-end eliminating individual power feeds.
- Optional occupancy sensor with field adjustable time delay.
- Convenience Outlet option (120V only) enables additional functionality with a single gang outlet on the fixture.